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Summary. Two denotational semantics for a language with simple concur
rency are presented. The language has parallel composition in the form of 
the shuffie operation, in addition to the usual sequential concepts including 
full recursion. Two linear time models, both involving sets of finite and 
infinite streams, are given. The first model is order-theoretic and based on 
the Smyth order. The second model employs complete metric spaces. Various 
technical results are obtained relating the order-theoretic and metric notions. 
The paper culminates in the proof that the two semantics for the language 
considered coincide. The paper completes previous investigations of the same 
language, establishing the equivalence of altogether four semantic models 
for it. 

1. Introduction 

We present two denotational semantics for a language with simple concurrency, 
and prove their equivalence. The first semantics has an order-theoretic, the 
second a metric structure as underlying model. In the course of proving the 
equivalence theorem, a number of results are obtained relating the two structures 
which may be of some independent interest. 

The first model will be based on the so-called Smyth order between sets 
of streams (in the sense of, e.g., [10, 11]). This model was first developed in 
[18, 19]. The second model introduces a distance between streams. In this way, 
the set of all streams is turned into a complete metric space, and familiar tools 
such as Banach's fixed point theorem become available. The metric model was 
first presented in [2]; essential inspiration for it was provided by [21]. 

Both models are of what has been called the 'linear time' variety. They 
are built on (sets oO sequences rather than on tree (-like) objects. For an overview 
of situations where the latter - also called 'branching time' - approach is prefera
ble or even necessary, we refer to [3]. Briefly, once notions such as deadlock 
or global nondeterminacy are covered, branching time models or variations 
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along the lines of ready or failure sets (see [22] for a systematic treatment) 
are required. 

In the present paper we restrict ourselves to a very simple setting. The lan
guage !e which we investigate has the familiar sequential notions (elementary 
or atomic actions, sequential composition), and in addition recursion, nondeter
ministic choice and parallel composition specifying the interleaving or merge 
of (sequences of) elementary actions. No forms of synchronization or communi
cation are included: !e is, indeed quite elementary. The motivation for its study 
is primarily that we are able to obtain an exhaustive analysis of its various 
semantic models - more about this in a moment -, rather than its intrinsic 
semantic interest. Still, we believe that the notions of recursion and merge are 
both fundamental in (the nature of) parallel computation, justifying our terminol
ogy of elemental concurrency. 

Our paper may in fact be seen as the third in a series, completing the compari
son of altogether four semantic models, viz. one operational, one metric denota
tional and two order-theoretic denotational semantics. The precise picture is 
the following: 

1. In [6, 7] we have developed an operational ((I)) and a metric denotational 
(.It) model (the same one has the one described below), and proved their equiva
lence. The operational semantics uses the transition systems of Hennessy and 
Plotkin [15, 23]; as we saw already, the metric model goes back to [2]. 

2. In [18, 19] the Smyth order-theoretic semantics Y for !e was first pro
posed. A second order-theoretic semantics, ff', building upon ideas in [22], 
was designed by Olderog, see [ 4, 5] for details. This model uses sets of finite 
so-called observations rather than sets of possibly infinite streams; as order 
between the sets simple (reverse) set inclusion is used. In [ 4, 5] it was proved 
that the two order-theoretic structures - subject to certain conditions specifica
tion of which we omit here - are isomorphic. As an easy consequence, we 
obtain that !!'=ff'. (Roughly; the precise statement involves the isomorphism 
between the two structures.) 

3. Altogether, we have four semantics for !/!, viz. (0, .JU, !I' and ff', and 
we know that CG=.JI and !!'=ff'. There remains the natural question whether 
.A= Y, and our paper answers this question affirmatively, thus completing (this 
branch of) the comparative semantics for elemental concurrency. 

4. As a side remark pertaining to the relationship with branching time mod
els, we recall that in [2] we also designed a branching time model for ,g (in 
terms of the processes as in [8]). Calling this semantics PJ, we showed that, 
by applying the trace operation to PJ - collecting all paths in the tree-like object 
resulting from application of PJ to a statement-, we obtain .A. Thus, we proved 
that .A= traceofl. 

Section 2 contains a few mathematical preliminaries, covering elementary 
definitions for metric spaces and complete partially ordered sets (cpo's). This 
section is almost as in [3]. Section 3 develops various basic semantic definitions: 
We define the set of streams as a cpo and as a metric space and similarly 
for the power set of the set of streams. Moreover, we define, for sets of streams 
(satisfying certain restrictions) the semantic operators of sequential composition, 
union and merge. The section culminates in the definitions of Y and .,#. As 
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such, it may be seen as a tutorial introduction to previous work of the authors 
presenting these two models. In Sect. 4 we prove a number of technical results 
concerning the order-theoretic and metric structures, and their mutual relation
ship. Maybe the most important fact is the following: Let (X;); be a Smyth
ordered chain of sets of streams (satisfying certain conditions). Then (X;); is 
also a Cauchy sequence in an appropriate metric space, and the order-theoretic 
and topological limits coincide. In the proof of this the compactness of the 
spaces concerned - a direct consequence of the finiteness of the alphabet of 
elementary actions - is employed. In Sect. 5 we establish the main result of 
the paper, viz. that .H = f/. The proof uses the properties relating metric and 
order obtained in Sect. 4. In addition, a proof technique closely resembling a 
method used in [7] (in Theorem 2.4.1 of that paper) is applied. 

2. Mathematical Preliminaries 

In this section we collect some basic definitions and properties concerning (i) 
metric spaces and (ii) complete partially ordered sets. Both structures will play 
a role in the denotational models to be presented in Sect. 3 and analyzed in 

Sect. 4 and 5. 

2.1. Elementary Definitions 

Let X be any set. '-l3(X) denotes the powerset of X, i.e., the set of all subsets 
of X. '-13 ... (X) denotes the set of all subsets of X which have property ···: A 
sequence x 0 ,x 1, •.• of elements of X is usually denoted by (x;)~ 0 or, bnefly 
(xa;. Often, we shall have occasion to use the limit, supre~zum ~sup), least u_pper 
bound (lub), etc, of a sequence (x;);. We then use the notations hm X;, or, bnefly, 

i-:x 

lim x;, sup xj, lub xi, etc. The notation f: X--+ Y expresses that f is a function 
i i i 

with domain X and range Y. If X= Y and, for xEX, f(x)=x, we call x a fixed 
point off We use N to denote the set of nonnegative integers. 

2.2. Metric Spaces 

Definition 2.1. A metric space is a pair (M, d) with M. a set and ~ (for distance) 
a mapping d: M x M--+[0, 1] which satisfies the followmg properties: 

a) d(x,y)=Oiffx=y, 
b) d(x, y)=d(y, x), 
c) d(x,y):;;;d(x,z)+d(z,y). 
If clause a) is replaced by the weaker a'): d(x,y)=O if x=y, we call (M,d) 

a pseudometric space. 

Definition 2.2. Let (M, d) be a metric space. 
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a) Let (x;); be a sequence in M. We say that (x;); converges to an element 
x in M called its limit, whenever we have: 

A sequence (x;); in M is a convergent sequence if it converges to x for some 
XEX. 

b) A sequence (x;); is called a Cauchy sequence whenever we have 

c) The space (M, d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence con
verges to an element in M. 

d) A subset X of a complete space (M, d) is called closed whenever each 
Cauchy sequency in X converges to an element of X. 

Definition 2.3. a) Let (M1' d il and (M 2 , d2 ) be two metric spaces. We call the 
spaces isometric if there exists a bijection .f: M 1 _,. M 2 such that, for all x, y E M1 , 

d2 (f (x), f (y)) = d 1 (x, y). 
b) Let (M1 , di) and (M 2 , di) be two metric spaces. We call the function 

.f: M 1 _,.M2 continuous, whenever, for each sequence (x;); with limit x in M1 , 

we have that lim.f(x;)= f(x). 
i 

c) Let (M, d) be a metric space and f: M _,. M. We call f contracting if there 
exists a real constant c, o;;;;c<l, such that, for all x,yEM, d(f(x),f(y));;;;c· 
d(x, y). 

Proposition 2.4. a) Each contracting function is continuous. 

b) (Banach's fixed point theorem). Let (M, d) be complete and .f: M _,. M con
tracting. 111en f has a unique fixed point, which can be obtained as the limit 
of the (Cauchy) sequence x 0 , f(x 0), f(f(x 0 )), ... for arbitrary x 0 • 

For each metric space (M, d) it is possible to define a complete metric space 
(M, d) such that (M, d) is isometric to a (dense) subspace of (M, d). In fact, we 
may take for (M, d) the pseudo-metric space of all Cauchy sequences (x;); in 
M with distance d((x;);, (y;);)= lim d(x;, y;) which is turned into a metric space 

by taking equivalence classes with respect to the equivalence relation (x;); = (y;); 
iff d((x;);,(y;);)=O. Mis embedded into M by identifying each xEM with the 
constant Cauchy sequence (x;); with x; = x, i = 0, 1, ... in M. 

For each metric space (M, d) we can define a metric J on the collection 
of its nonempty closed subsets, denoted by '-PncCM), as follows: 

Definition 2.5 (Hausdorff distance J). Let (M, d) be a metric space, and let X, 
Y be nonempty subsets of M. We put 

a) d'(x, Y)=infd(x,y). 
YE Y 

b) J(X, Y)=max(sup d'(x, Y), sup d'(y, X)). 
xeX yeY 
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We have the following theorem which is quite useful in our metric denota
tional models: 

Proposition 2.6. Let (M, d) be a metric space and {[as in Definition 2.5. 
a) ('PnAM), d) is a metric space. 
b) If (M, d) is complete then (~nc(M), a) is complete. Moreover, j(Jr (X;); a 

Cauchy sequence in (~nc(M), d) we have 

lim X;= {lim X;: X;EX;, (x;); a Cauchy sequence in M}. 
i i 

Proofs of Proposition 2.6 can be found e.g. in [12] or [13]. The proposition 
is due to Hahn [14]; the proof is also repeated in [8]. We close this subsection 
with a few definitions and properties relating to compact spaces and sets. First 
some terminology. A subset X of a space (M, d) is open if its complement M\X 
is closed. An (open) cover of a set X is a family of (open) sets }j, iEl, such 
that x~ u Y;. 

i EI 

Definition 2.7. Let (M, d) be a metric space. 
a) (M, d) is called compact whenever each open cover of M has a finite 

subcover. 
b) A subset X of M is called compact whenever each open cover of X has 

a finite subcover. 

Proposition 2.8. a) Each closed subset of a compact space is compact. 
b) If X is compact and f is continuous then f(X) is compact. 
c) X is compact (ff there is a Cauchy sequence (X;); (with respect to the 

metric of Definition 2.5) of finite sets such that X=limX;. 

d) (M, d) is compact whenever each infinite sequence (x;); has a com1ergent 
subsequence. 

e) A subset X of a metric space (M, d) is compact whenever each irifinite 
sequence (x;);, X;EX, has a subsequence converging to an element of X. 

In the final definition and proposition of this subsection we suppress explicit 
mentioning of the metrics involved. For f a function: M1-+M 2 we define f: 
l~nc(Mi)~l.PncCM 2) by j(M)= {j(x): xEX}. We have the following result from 
Rounds ([24]): 

Proposition 2.9. Let f be a function from a compact metric space M 1 to a compact 
metric space M 2 • 

The following three statements are equivalent: 

a) f is continuous. 
b) J: ~nJM1 )-+'PncCM 2 ) is continuous with respect to the Hausdo1j{ metric(s ). 
c) For XE~nc(M 1 ), j(X)E~nc(M 2) and, for (X;); a decreasing (X;2X;+1• 

i=O, 1, 2, ... ) chain of elements in ~nc(Mi) we have 

J(n X;)= n J(x;). 
i i 
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2.3. Complete Partially Ordered Sets 

Definition 2.10. a) A partial order (po) is a pair (C, ~) where C is a set and 
~ a relation on C (subset of C x C) satisfying 

1 x~x, 

2 if x i;;;; y and y i;;;; x then x = y, 

3 if x i;;;; y and y i;;;; z then x i;; z. 

If i;;;; satisfies only 1 and 3 it is called a preorder. 

b) An (ascending) chain in C, i;;) is a sequence (x;); such that X;!::;;X;+J> i 
= 0, 1, .... The chain is called infinitely often increasing of X; =!= X; + 1 for infinitely 
many i. 

c) For X ~ C we call yeC the least upperbound (lub) of X if 

1 lfxeX[xi;;;;y], 

2 If z eC [If xeX [x i;;z]=> yi;;;;z]. 

Definition 2.11. A complete partially ordered set (cpo) is a triple (C, i;;, J_) with 
(C, i;;;;) a po and J_eC such that 

a) V'xeC[J_ i;;;;x]. 

b) Each chain (x;); in C has a lub in C. 

For "the cpo (C, i;;, J_)" we often simply write "the cpo C ". 

Definition 2.12 (continuity). Let C 1 and C2 be cpo's. 

a) A function f: C 1 ->C2 is called monotonic whenever for all x 1,x2 eC2 , 

if x 1 i;;x2 then f(x 1)i;;f(x2). 

b) A function f: C 1 ->C2 is called continuous whenever it is monotonic and, 
for each chain (x;); in C 1 we have f(lub x;)=lub f(xJ 

Proposition 2.13. Let f be a continuous mapping from a cpo C into itself f has 
a least fixed point µf satisfying 

1 f(tLf}=µf, 

2 if f(y)i;;y then µJi;;y, 

3 µf =lub Ji(J_), where J 0 =Ax·x,p+ I= f oF 

Definition 2.14. a) A subset X is called f7at whenever, for all x,yeX, x~y 
implies x = y. 

b) A subset X of a cpo C is called closed whenever, for each infinitely often 
increasing chain (x;); of elements in C such that, for all i = 0, 1, ... we have 
that X;!;;J; for some Y;EX, it follows that lub X;EX. 

This definition of closed appears in [1] and [17]. We now introduce a number 
of preorders on ~(C), for (C, i;;, J_) a cpo. 

Definition 2.15. a) The Smyth preorder i;; 8 : X i;; 8 Y iff V' ye Y 3xeX [x i;;y]. 

b) The Hoare preorder i;;;;H: Xi;;;;H YiffV'xeX 3ye Y[xi;;y]. 
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c) The Egli-Milner preorder ~EM: X £;;EM Y iff X £;; s Y and X ~ 8 Y. 

None of the three preorders is, a partial order. In fact, we may take the 
two sets X={x,y,_z} and Y={x,z} with x~y and y~z as a counterexample. 
In subsequent sect10ns, only !;;swill be used. The other preorders are included 
for completeness' sake. 

3. Stream Semantics for Elemental Concurrency 

We introduce a simple language!!' with concurrency and design two denotation
al semantics for it. The first semantic function is called !/ (for Smyth-like order
theoretic) and the second .H (for metric). In subsequent sections we shall develop 
the tools for proving the equivalence!/= .H. 

We recall from the introduction that we already showed in previous papers: 
(i) For :F the denotational semantics based on the cpo of (sets of) finite 

observations, :F = !/ (modulo the isomorphism linking the two cpo's. 
(ii) For (!J the operational semantics based on transition systems, & =.If. 

(In addition, we know that 
(iii) For :?,6 the (metric) branching time semantics, traceo;!fi=Jlt.) 

We start the section with a description of the syntax of !!'. Elements of 
!!' will be called statements or, occasionally, processes, and we use s, t to range 
over !l'. The language !l' is what we like to call a uniform language: its elementary 
actions are left uninterpreted. No constructs such as (individual) variables, 
assignments or tests are present in the syntax, and neither do we employ notions 
such as states in the semantics. In fact, statements in ff' may well be seen 
as (pieces of) grammar which prescribe the generation of finite or infinite 
sequences of symbols (or actions), and our semantic studies may shed light 
on questions in formal language theory as well. 

For the syntax of !l' we need two classes of terminal elements: 
l. The class A, with typical elements a, b, ... , of elementary actions. For 

A we take an arbitrary (but finite) alphabet. Finiteness of A results in compact
ness of the spaces concerned; see below. 

2. The class ~va't, with typical elements x, y, ... , of process variables. For 
i!J>va't we take some infinite set of symbols: it is convenient to have an infinite 
supply of fresh process variables. Process variables play a role in the syntactic 
construct for recursion as we shall see in a moment. 

We now give, in a self-explanatory notation, 

Definition 3.1 (syntax for ff'). 

s •=als 1 ; s 2 ls 1 us2ls1 II s2lxlµx[s]. 

A statement s is of one of the following six forms: 

- an elementary action a 
- the sequential composition s1; s2 of statements s1 and S2 • 

- the nondeterministic choice s 1 u s2 : it is executed by executmg s 1 or s2 chosen 
nondeterministically 
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- the concurrent execution s 1 II s2 , modelled by arbitrarily interleaving the ele
mentary actions of s1 and s2 

- a process variable x which is (normally) used in 
- the recursive construct /lX [s]: its execution amounts to execution of s where 
occurrences of x ins are executed by (recursively) executing µx [s]. For example, 
with the definitions to be proposed presently, the intended meaning of 
µx [(a; x) u b] is the set a*· b u {a"'}. (Here aw denotes the infinite sequence of 
a's.) 

The prefix µx · · ·· binds occurrences of x in ... in the usual way, inducing the 
familiar notions of free and bound (occurrences of) process variables. We shall 
call a statement closed if it has no free occurrences of process variables. 

We continue with the development of the two semantic models. For both 
of them we need various basic definitions which we may use to build the struc
tures in which our semantics are defined. Apart from an occasional point of 
presentation, no new material is presented here: the definitions stem originally 
from [18, 19] and [2], and are included also in papers such as [3-7]. 

We begin with the definition of the set of streams over A, denoted by Ast 
(cf. e.g. [10, 11]). Let .l be a symbol not in A. 

Definition 3.2 (streams). Ast= A* u A*· { ..l} u A"'. 

Here A* (A"') denotes the set of all finite (infinite) words over A. We use 
i: to denote the empty sequence. A*· { ..l} is the collection of all finite words 
over A, followed by the .l-symbol. We use u, v, w to range over A51 • We recall 
(from Sect. 2.1) the notation l.lJ ... (A51) for the collection of all subsets of Ast with 
property .... Usually, we abbreviate l-1J ... (A 51 ) to S .... We shall use X, Y, Z 
to range over S. 

The first group of basic definitions is assembled in 

Definition 3.3. a) The function strip: A51 -+A*uA'°. We put strip(u)=u for 
uEA*uA"', and strip(u)=u' for u=u'.l, with u'EA*. 

b) The prefix order ;:;;:; . We put u;:;;:; v whenever one of the following three 
conditions is satisfied 

(i) u = v, 

(ii) u, vEA*uAw and :Jw[u · w=v], 

(iii) VEA*· { .l} and u;:;;:; strip (v). 

c) The function length: A51 -+1Nu{oo}. We put length (u) as usual for uEA*, 
length (u) = oo for u EA'", and length (u) =length (u') + 1 for u = u' .l, u' EA*. 

d) A ~-chain (uJi is a sequence u0 , u 1 , •.• , such that ui;:;;;u;+ 1 , i=O, 1, .... 

The least upper bound of the ;:;;;-chain (uJ; is denoted by sup u;. 

e) The ;:;;;-truncation u(n): if length (u);:;;n, u(n) denotes the prefix of u of 
length n. If length (u) < n, u(n) = u. 

f) The stream order ~ : We put u ~ v whenever one of the following two 
conditions is satisfied: 

(i) U=V, 

(ii) uEA* · {..l} and strip (u);:;;;v. 
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g) A £;-chain (ui)i is a sequence u0 ,u1, ... , such that u;£ui+ 1 , i=O,l, .... 
i'he least upper bound of the £;-chain (u;); is denoted by limui. 

h) The £;-truncation u[n]. If length (u)~n, we put u[n] =u(n), if u(n)e 
4 * · { .l }, and u [n] = u(n) · .l, otherwise. If length (u)<n, we put u [n] =u . 

.Remarks. 1) Properly speaking, the concatenation of two streams as used in 
b (ii) has not yet been defined. It is in fact implicit in Definition 3.10 below. 

2) A chain (ui)i (either~- or £;-) such that u;=!=U;+ 1 , for infinitely many 
i, is called infinitely often increasing (i.o.i.). A chain which is not i.o.i. is called 
stabilizing. In that case, there is an index i0 such that ui = U;0 , all i ~ i 0 , and 
we say that (u;)i stabilizes in u;0 • 

3) Do not confuse sup ui, lub uh Jim u;. 

The following first results are easily shown: 

Lemma 3.4. a) (A•t, ~' e) is a cpo. For a ~-chain (u;);, we have u =sup u; ijj' 

• either (u;); is i.o.i. and ueA"' is such that u;~u,for all i~O, 

• or (u;); stabilizes in u. 

b) 'v'u, v, w [((u ~ w) /\ (v ~ w))=-((u ~ v) v (v~ u))]. 

c) (A•t, ~. _L) is a cpo. For a ~-chain (u;);, we have u=lub u; if! 

• either (u;)i is i.o.i., (hence) u; = u; · .l for all i, (u;)i is a ~-chain and u =sup u;, 

• or (u;); stabilizes in u. 

d) u=sup u(n)=lub u[n]. 

We proceed with the definition of the distanced between streams: 

Definition 3.5. The mapping d: A•1 x A•1-+[0, 1] is defined by 

d(u, v) = 2-sup{n: u(n)=v(n)} 

with the convention that 2- 00 =0. 

The following theorem is fundamental for the metric framework: 

Theorem 3.6 [21]. (A•t, d) is a complete and compact metric space. 

We next turn to the development of an order-theoretic and metric structure 
for sets of streams 

Definition 3.7. Let X, YeS. 
a) X (n)= { u(n): ueX}, X [n] = { u [n]: ueX}. 
b) X~s Y is the Smyth preorder (Definition 2.15) induced by the stream 

order £; on Ast. 

c) min(X)= {u: ueX and for all veX[v~u=-v= u]}. 
d) Let s.c denote the collection of all nonempty closed sets of streams. 

J(X, Y) denotes the Hausdorff distance (Definition 2.5) on Snc· 
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e) We use Sf and Sncf to denote the collection of all flat (Definition 2.14a) 
and of nonempty closed (Definition 2.14 b) and flat sets of streams, respectively. 

f) For a i;;-chain (X;); we denote its least upper bounded by LJ X;. 
i 

The following theorem states, essentially, that Sf and Snc are the structures 
we want. (Note, however, that we shall later specialize Sf to Sncf to ensure 
continuity of the semantic operators.) 

Theorem 3.8. a) X is i;;-closed in (As\ i;;, _L) if.f X is d-closed in (Ast, d). 
b) For any X, X 1 , X 2 in S we have 

(i) Xi;; 5 min(X) and min(X)i;; 5 X 
(ii) X 1 i;; 5 X 2 ~min(XiJi;;smin(X2 ) 

(iii) (min(X)) [n] =min(X[n]). 
c) (Sf, i;; 5 , {_L}l is a cpo. For (Xnln a i;;s-chain we have 

LJXn={u: u=lubun, (unln a i;;-chain with UnEXn}· 

d) (Snn d) is a complete (and compact) metric space. 
e) For X, YESnn J(X, Y)=2-sup(n:X(n)~Y(n)} with the convention that 2-'"=0. 

f) For X ES"° (X (n))n is a Cauchy sequence in (Sno d), and X =Jim X (n). 

g) For XESf, (X[nJ)n is a i;; 5-chain in (Sf, i;; 5 , {_L}J. 
n 

Proof These result are, essentially, from [18, 19] and [2]; see also [3], [20] 
for related references and results. D 

Having defined our fundamental structures, we next arrive at the definition 
of the various semantic operators which we will have as counterparts of the 
syntactic operators:, u, II. Once these have been defined satisfactorily, we 
shall have completed the preparations for the semantic definitions. Recursion 
will be dealt with by the familiar (least) fixed point technique, for which the 
relevant apparatus will then be available. 

We define the semantic operators directly for X, YES, rather than going 
through a two stage process in which the operators are first defined on As1. 

This is for convenience rather than out of necessity. 
We first deal with the case that X, Y consist of finite words only. Let Srin 

be short for ~(A*uA*· {_L}). 

D~finition 3.9. We define opfin: sfin x sfin ... sfin' where ()Pfi 0 E{ ·, U, II}. We let 
X, Y range over Srin· -

a) We assume as known the operator of prefixing which for a EA, uEA* u 
A*· { ..L}, delivers a· u. 

b) a·X={a·u: uEX}. 

c) X · Y= U {u · Y: uEX}, where u · Yis defined (inductively) by 

f. · Y = Y, ..L · Y = { ..L } , (au) · Y = a -( u · Y). 

d) Xu Y is the set-theoretic union of X and Y. 
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e) XllY=(Xll_Y)u(Yll_X); moreover, Xll_Y=LJ{ulLY: ueX}, where ull_Y 

is defined (inductively) by e lL Y = Y, J. lL Y = { J. }, (au) IL Y =a· ( { u} II Y). 

Remark. lL or 'left merge' stems from ACP, cf. [9]. X lL Y denotes the interleaved 

execution of X and Y where the first step is taken from X. 

Next, we define the metric and (Smyth-) order-theoretic operators op-" and 

opY, where op·Af., op.9" E { ·, u, II}, for the general case, i.e., for X, Y which do 

not necessarily consist of finite words only. Note that op.9" is defined on Sncf 

rather than on all of S1 . This is necessary to ensure continuity of opY e{ ·,II} 

~~~ 
-

Definition 3.10. a) op.At: Snc x S""--+ Snc is defined by 

X op.41 Y = lim (X (n) opfin Y(n)). 

b) opy: Sncf x Sncf--+ Sncf is defined by 

X op.9" Y=min(X opfin Y), 

X opY Y = LJ (X [n] opY Y[n]), 
n 

for X, YESnn n Sncf• 

for X, YESncf· 

The following theorem expresses well-definedness, (monotonicity and ) r;;; 5-

and d-continuity of the respective operators. 

Theorem 3.11. a) The operators op·,11 and opY are well-defined. In particular, 

they take (pairs of) nonempty closed (and flat) sets to nonempty closed (and 

flat) sets. 

b) The operators opY are r;;; 8-monotonic. 

c) The operators op·"' are r;;; 5-continuous mappings: 

d) The operators op.At are d-continuous mappings 

Proof The results for opY are from [18, 19]. For op.41 the result follows from 

[2] and Proposition 2.9{equivalence of b) and c)). -

Remark. The sets (X n)n, ( Y,,)n defined by Xn = {uEa*: length (u) ~ n }, n =0, 1, .. ., 

and Y,, = { aw}, n = 0, 1, .. ., show that the operators opY E {., II} are, in general, 

discontinuous in the case that they are not restricted to Sncf x SncJ. 

We are almost ready to present the definitions of the semantic functions 

Y and A. As final preparation, we need one further syntactic notion, viz. that 

of guarded statements. The reason for this is that the semantics based on the 

metric approach is valid only for statements satisfying the guardedness require

ment. (Specifically, the metric treatment of the recursive construct requires this 

condition to be satisfied.) Intuitively, a statement sis guarded when all its recur

sive substatements µx [t] satisfy the condition that (recursive) occurrences of 

x in tare 'semantically preceded' by some statement. More precisely, we have 
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Definition 3.12 (guarded statements). a) We first define the notion of an occur

rence of a variable being exposed in s. The definition is by structural induction 

ons 
1. x is exposed in x. 
2. If an occurrence of x is exposed in s 1, then it is exposed in s 1; s2 , s 1 11 s 2 , 

Sz 11 S1, S1 u S2, S2 US1 and µy[s1J for y$x. 

b) A statements is defined to be guarded if for all its recursive substatements 

px [t], t contains no exposed occurrences of x. 

Examples. 1. In the statement x; au b; x the first occurrence of x is exposed 

and the second is not. 
2. µx[a;(xilb)] is guarded, but µx[x], py[yllb] and py[µx[y]], as well 

as any statement containing these, are not. 

We have now arrived at the definition of the two semantics for !E. Let 

r: .. =~lvar-+S ... ' and let }'EI' ... (Here ... ranges over {nc, ncf}.) We use the 
notation (~·' = )}• (X /x) for a variant of y, which is like y but for its value in 

x which equals X (i.e., y'(y)=y(y) for y$x and y'(x)=X). We use op without 

superscript to range over the syntactic operators { ;, u, 11} and op··· with super
script ... to range over the corresponding semantic operators. -~ 

Dejlnition 3.13 (two denotational semantics). a) The mapping !f: .!£-4 (I',,cf-+ Sncf) 
is defined by 

(i) Y[a](y)={a}, 

(ii) Y'[s 1 op s2] M = Y[ s 1] (y) <.!EY Y[sz] (y ), 

(iii) Y'[x]M=y(x), 

(iv) Y'[µ x [sJ] (y) = lJ Xn, where X 0 = { .l} and X n + 1 = Y[ s] (y (X nix)). 

b) The mapping • .f/: 2'-+(T,,c->SnJ is defined by 

(i) .It[ a] (y) = {a}, 
(ii) Jl[s 1 op s2] (1·)=.ll[s 1] (y) op.Al. .$![s 2 ] (y), 

(iii) "ll[x] M=y(x), 

(iv) .. tt[11 x [s]] (y)= lim Xn, where X 0 = { .l} and X n+ 1 = . .41[s] (y (X 11 /x) ). 
n 

The following facts support this definition 

Theorem 3.14. a) The function <l'>=A.X·.Cf'[s](y(X/x)) is a r;:;; 5-continuous map
ping: Sncf-+ Sncf and, for (X nln as in clause a (iv), lJ X n = p tP. 

n 

b).Assumes guarded. The function P =),X ·.dt'[s] (y(X/x)) is a contracting 
mappzng: Snc-+Snc, and, }or (Xn)n as in clause b (iv), limXn yields the unique 
fixed point of 'P. 

Rem_ark. For the contractivity property in part b of this theorem, the guardedness 
of sis necessary. For the semantic function .c:;: the situation is the following: 

(i) For (closed and) guarded s we have that Y[s] (y)~A* u A"'. This is a 

c~nsequence of an analogous fact for .4t' (see end of Sect. 5) and the equality 
Y =,/ft (Theorem 3.15 below). 
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(ii) For unguarded s, Y'[s] (y) will involve streams ending in ..L. For example 
S"[(a; µx[b II x])u c] (y)={a..L, c} and Y'[(a; µx[b II x])u(a; c)] (y)={a..L}. This 
follows from (the treatment of recursion and) the flattening operator min in 
the definition of opY (in the clause X opY Y = min(X olin Y), X, Y with finite 
words only). - -

Our aim in the next section will be to prove the 

Theorem 3.15. For each closed and guarded sEff! 

Y'[s] =.fi[s]. 

In order to establish this result, we have to study the relationship between 
the two structures Sncf as a cpo are S11 c as a metric space in more detail, as 
we shall do in Sect. 4. 

4. Relating the Semantic Domains 

The first main result of this section states that, for (X;); a r;;;. 5-chain in Sncf• 
(X;); is also a Cauchy sequence (in S.c), and limX;=UX;. This result is, clearly, 
fundamental for the proof of 

.fi[s] =9'[s], 

for s a recursive construct. The second part of the section is devoted to a number 
of properties of the min-operator. We first prove that min is d-continuous. Next, 
we use this - and various other properties ofmin - to prove that, ifmin(XJ= 1';, 
X;ESnc• Y;eSncf• i= 1, 2, then min(X1 or'«X 2)= Y1 opy Y2 . The latter result is 
crucial for the derivation of (*)for s of the form s 1 op s2 • 

We begin with an auxiliary lemma. 

Lemma 4.1 (interpolation). a) Let (X;); be a r;;;.s-chain in Sncf· For each £-chain 
(u;)i, with u;;EX;;' j=O, 1, ... ,there exists a £-chain (u;);, with U;EX;, i=O, 1, ... , 
which has (u;)i as a subse9uence. 

b) Let (X;); be a r;;;. 5-chain in Sncf· For each convergent sequence (u;)i, with 
u;;EX;1 , j=O, 1, .. ., there exists a convergent sequence (u;);, u;EX;, containing 
(u;)i as a subsequence (and, consequently, lim U;1 = lim u;). 

j i 

Proof a) It is, clearly, sufficient to prove that, if Xr;;;. 5 Y£ 5 Z, X, Y, ZESncf• 
and u EX, w E Z with u r;;;. w, then there exists v E Y with u r;;;. v r;;;. w. By the definition 
of r;;;. 5 we find v1 E Y such that v1 r;;;.w and u1 EX such that u1 £v 1 r;;;. w. Since 
both ur;;;.w and u1 r;;;.w we have u1 r;;;.u or usu 1 • Since X is flat we have u1 =u, 
and we see that v1 is the desired element in Y. 

b) Let u. = v. w. where (v ·) is a ::;;-chain and sup V1·= lim u; .. Consider, for 
lj J J' J - J 

j j 

some fixed j, u;; and u;1 + 1 , and suppose ii+ 1 -ii>1. So, for some i, i1< i <ii+ 1 • 

We can find an element u; such that u;=viwj for some wj. This can be seen 
as follows: Since X;SsXi·+i there must be an element u; such that u;Sui;+i 
=Vi+tWi+i=viwJ+t• for ~ome w]+i· If U;EA*uAw, the result is immediate. 
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Now Jet u;= u..L. If u is such that V{~ u, we have finished. If u < vi we argue 
as follows: Since X;/;;;. 8 X;, there must be some u;1 such that u;1 ~u..L ~vjwj. 
By flatness Of X. u'. = v. w. So u. = u ..L = u'. = v. w. as well. Hence m this case lj' lj J 1· i lj J J 

we have also found an element u; as desired. Consequently, we are always able 
to interpolate the converging sequence (u;)i to one of the form (u;);, where 
U;EX;, i=O, 1, ... . D 

The next lemma is also auxiliary, and relies essentially on the compactness 
of (A•t, d). 

Lemma 4.2. Let X1, X 2 ESnc· (At least) one of the following two conditions holds: 

l. There exists ii1 E X 1 such that 

J(X1,X2)= sup d'(u 1 ,X2 )=d'(ii 1,X2 ) (see Definition 2.5 ford') 
ui eX1 

2. There exists ii2 EX 2 such that 

J(X1 , X 2)= sup d'(u 2 , Xi)=d'(ii2 , X 1). 

u2eX2 

Proof Direct from the fact that a (real-valued) continuous function on a compact 
set attains its maximum. D 

We next state two important properties which relate LJ X; and lim X;. 

Lemma 4.3. Each r;;. 8-chain (X;)j, with X; in Sncf• is a Cauchy sequence (in S,.J. 

Proof(cf. [24]). Let (X)i be a i;;s-chain in Sncf· We define the set limXi by 

limXi={u/u=limui, uiEXi and (u)i a Cauchy sequence}. 
j j 

(Note that this definition does not require that (X)j is a Cauchy sequence.) 
We first prove that the set limXi is nonempty and closed. By ([18], p. 91~93), 
the set i 

UXj={u/u=lubui, uiEXj, (u)i a !;;-chain} 
j j 

is nonempty if all Xi are nonempty. Since every !;;-chain (ui)i in A 81 is also 
a Cauchy sequence such that limui=lubui, we clearly have that LJXi~limXi; 

j j j j 

hence, Jim Xi is nonempty. In order to prove that Jim Xi is closed. Assume 
j j 

that (u;); is a Cauchy sequence in limX1 .. Then, for each i, U·= limu .. for (u. ·)· 
l l,j '· J J 

j j 

a Cauc?~ sequence with u;,jEXi, j=O, 1, .... Following an argument as in ([16], 
~ropos1t10n 4.3, p. 303) we can fi?d a se~uence (u{)i of indi~es such that (IJi,n)i 
is also a Cauchy sequence, and hmu;=hmu .. EhmX .£;hmX. (the inclusion 

J,nJ "1- J 
i j j j 
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holds by interpolation). We shall now show that 

d(X;, limXj)-+O as i-+oo, 

thus proving that (X;)i is a Cauchy sequence. We shall only exhibit the proof 
that 

sup d'(u, limX)-+O as i-+aJ. 
UEXi 

By Lemma 4.2 there exist u; such that supd'(u, limX)=d'(u;, limX). By com-
uEX1 j j 

pactness, (u;); has a converging subsequence (u; .)1-. Suppose Jim u; =it. By Lemma 
J J 

j 

4.1 b there are interpolating u;EX; such that (u;); contains (u;)j as a subsequence. 
So iiElimXj. Now let £>0 and choose ik such that d(u;k,ii)<s. Then, for each 
j~ib j 

supd'(u, lim X)~(since X;k~sX) 
UE Xj 

sup d'(u, limXj)= 
ueXik i 

d'(u;k, limX);3;(since uElimX) 
j 

d(u;k' ii)<1:. D 

For (X)j a !;;; 5 -chain in Sncf• we now know that (X)j is also a Cauchy 
sequence. The next theorem answers the natural question 'is it the case that 
LJ xj = lim x j ?'affirmatively. 

Theorem 4.4. Let (X)j he a ~ 5-chain in Sncf· T71en 

LJXj= limXj. 

Proof Recall that 

j 

LJXj={ulu=lubuj, ujEXj, (u)j a ~-chain} . 
.i 

As before, LJXj~limXj. There remains the proof that limX/~;;;LJX.i. Take some 
j j j j 

u=limu.iElim X.i. First we assume that the sequence (u)J stabilizes at some 
j j 

u; . By the definition of ~ 5 , there is a ~-chain u0 ~ u'1 ~ ••• ~ u; = u; + 1 = ... with 
u;°= U;0 , i ~ i 0 . thus, u = u;0 = lub u;. Now take the case that (u )J does not stabilize. 

i 

Thus, uEA"'. We consider, for some fixed j, the set X.i. Since X/;; 5 XJ+i• i~O, 

there must be elements u~lEXj such that uJi>~u.i+i· Let J;J=ctr{ujilli~O}. If J;j 
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is infinite it must contain an infinite (i.o.i.) convergent subsequence (uYdh. Since 
V; ~ X i a~d X i is closed, X i must contain lim uyk>. Since, for each k, ujikl r;;; u i + ;k, 

k 

and since the sequence (uyklh is i.o.i., we have that lim uyk) = u. Thus, for VJ 
k 

infinite we infer that uEXi. We now distinguish two cases: 

Case 1. ij is infinite for almost all j, say for all j~j0 . We can then construct 

the chain 

with u]0 + 1=u, l?;O. Thus, u=Iubu~, and we are done. 

Case 2. There are infinitely many finite Vi, say Vi is finite for all .i in the index 
set J. Consider such a finite f;j. Since V; contains a finite number of elements 
approximating an infinite number of streams (uj+;, all i~O), Vj must contain 
a stream of the form u i..L which approximates an infinite num her of the u i +; 

(i;:;; 0). This must be the case for all j El. Clearly, u i..L r;;; u for all j E J. Thus, 
for j<j', either ui..Lr;;;ui'..L or ui . ..Lr;;;ui..L. However, since the (X;); form a 
r;;;s-chain and all X; are flat, ur..Lr;;;ui..L implies ui,.l=ui..L. Consequently, 
(ui.l)ieJ is a r;;;-chain. We again distinguish two cases. 

Subcase 2.1. The chain (ui..L)ie,1 is i.o.i. Then, after applying the interpolation 
lemma, we obtain the chain 

with U~EXn and u=lubu~. 

Subcase 2.2. The chain (ui..LljeJ stabilizes at some]: 

This implies that there must be some k ~J, where X k contains both u1..L and 
uk, and u.1.l r;;; uk> contradicting the flatness of X k. 

Altogether, if (u)i is i.o.i. and u is infinite there must be a chain (uj)i with 
ujEXi and lub uj= u, i.e., we have found uELJ Xi. D 

j 

The ~econd part of Sect. 4 is devoted to an analysis of various properties 
of the mm-operator. We begin with an easy result: 

Lemma 4.5. For X, YES and op any r;;;s-monotonic operator: S x S--.S, we have 

min(X .<:!E Y)=min(min(X) op min(Y)). 

Proof Since X !;; 3 min(X) r;;; 5 X, and similarly for Y, we have, by the monotonicity 
of op, that 

X Of!. Yr;;;smin(X) op min(Y)r;;; 5 X op Y. 

T~us, by the monoton~city of min, min(X op_ Y)r;;; 5 min (min(X) op min(Y))r;;; 
mm(X op Y). Smee r;;; 5 is an order on flat sets, we have the desired result. D 
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Next, we prove the d-continuity of min: 

Theorem 4.6. Let (X,·),· be a Cauchy sequenL'.e 1·11 (S d' 7he1 m· (I' X) nc' jj. 1 lil Im ; 
= lim min (X;). 

Proof We prove two inclusions. 

Part 1. lim min(X;)~min(limXJ Take some uElimmin(X;), i.e., u=limu;, 
i i i 

U;Emin(X;)~X;. Thus, UElimX;. We show that u is a minimal element in IimX;. 

Assume that there exists some u', u'~u, and u'ElimX;. Then u'=limu;, u;EX;. 

We distinguish two cases: 

(i) u' =Jim u; is infinite. This is impossible since u' ~ u. 
i 

(ii) u' =Jim u; is finite. Then u' = u;0 for some u;0 • If u' EA*, u' i;; + u is impossi
ble. 

There remains the case that u'=ii.l for some uEA*. If uEA'° then ::li>i0 

[(u;EX;)v(u;0 =)u;s=uJ. This contradicts the minimality of u;. If uEA*u 

A*·{.l}, then limu;=uj0 for somej0 . Now take k0 =max(i0 ,j0 ). Then u~0 s=uk0 , 

which again yields a contradiction. 

Part 2. We prove min(lim X;)~lim min(X;). Take uEmin(limX;). Thus, LI= Jim LI;, 

Ll;E X;, amd u is minimal. We now take u;Emin(X ;) such that u; i;; LI;, and consider 
limu;. 

SL1bcase I. Iimu; is infinite. We can find a prefix chain (v;); such that u;=v;w;, 

u;=V;W; and w;i;;w;. Moreover, u=Jimu;=sup V;=Jimu;=u'. Thus, in this case 

uEJimmin(XJ 

Subcase 2. limu; 1s finite, say limu;=u;0 • If 3i'v'j~i[Llj=uj] then u=limu; 

=limu;Elimmin(XJ Otherwise, Vi3j~i[i1j.~L1j]. Since uj=u;0 for j"?,i0, we 
i i 

now have that u; =l= u;0 for infinitely many i, so u = lim U; =J= u;0 =Jim u; = u'. 
i 

We show that this leads to a contradiction. Once more, we distinguish two 
subcases: 

Subcase 2.1. u=limu; is finite, say Iimu;=Uia· Take k0 =max(i0 ,j0). Then u' 

= lim u'. = uk' c uk =Jim u. = u The two facts u' i;; u and u' =J= u contradict the mini-
i o- 0 l • 

i 

mality of u. 

Subcase 2.2. u=Iimu; is infinite. Then there exist v;, w; such that u;=V;W;, (v;); 
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1s a prefix chain, and Jim ui =sup vi. Since sup vi is infinite we have 3}0 't j 

~.io [u;0 ~ \'jl So u' = lim u; = u;0 ~sup vi = u. Again, we have u' c::: u and u' =I= u, 
i i 

a contradiction as in Subcase 2.1. 

We are now in the position to establish the main technical result relating 

the operators op··11 and ()_£''/· 

Theorem 4.7. Let op·"1, op"1' be as in Definition 3.10, let X 1 , X 2 ESnc and 

Y1, Y2 ESn<f' and assume 

min(XJ= r;, i= 1, 2. 

. ,1( y 
Thenmm(X1 1J_e_ X 2 )=Y1 op Y2 • 

Proof We have, successively, 

min(X 1 op·11 X 2 )=(X 1,X2 closed and Theorem 3.8f) 

min(lim X1 (n) op 41 limX2 (n)) =(clear) 

min(lim X1 [11] <!_£'11 limX2 [11]) = (d-cont. of ()1!_'41 ) 

min lim(X1 [n] opnn X 2 [n])=(d-cont. of min, i.e. Theorem 4.6) 

limmin(X1 [11] ()_tin X2 [11]) =(Lemma 4.5) 

limmin(min(X1 [n]) opfin min(X2 [n]))=(Theorem 3.8b) 

limmin(min(X1) [n] olin min(X2 ) [n])=(assumption) 

limmin(Y1 [n] olin Y2 [n])=(def. ~.'!') 

Jim (Y1 [n] ()_£''!' Y2 [n]) =(Theorem 4.4) 

5. Proof of the Equivalence Theorem 

In Sect. 4 we have collected all results necessary to prove the main rcsul t of 
this paper which we repeat here for convenience: 

Theorem 3.15. For closed and guarded SEY' 

o4'1[s] =Y'[s]. 
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Proof We first prove a more general result - following a similar pattern as 
in [7], proof of Theorem 2.4.1 - in which s is not necessarily syntactically 
closed (but still guarded), viz. 

where 
(i) {x 1 , ... ,xn} is the set of free process variables ins 

(ii) min(X;)= Y;, i= 1, 2, ... , n. 

We prove (*)by induction on the complexity of s. If s=:a the result is obvious 
and if s=x then x=.x; for some iE(l, ... ,n} and the desired result follows from 
(ii). Next, we consider the case that s = s 1 ops 2 , for op E{;, u, II}. Then 

min( .. #[s] (y(X;/x;);))= 

min(u#'l[s 1 <p s 2 ] (y(Xjx;);))= 

min (.lt't[s 1 .] ("/ (X ;/x;);) ?Jt11.lt[s2 ] (;• (X;/x; );)) = 

(by the induction hypothesis and Theorem 4.7) 

Y[s 1] (y ( Y;/x;);) opg Y[ s2] (/' < Yi/x);) = 

Y~s 1 op s2 ] (}' < Y;/x;);) = Y'[s] (y ( Y;/x;);). 

Finally, consider the case that s=:µy[s 0], for some y and s0 . Without lack 
of generality, we assume yit {x 1, ... , xn}· Let Z 0 = V0 = { .l} and 

zk +I= ,,//[so] (y (X ;/x;, Zk/y >7= 1), 

Uk+ 1 =Y'[so] (y(Y;/x;, Vk/Y)7= 1). 

Then ,/!l[µy[s 0J] (y(X;/x;)7=il=limZk, and .Y"~µy[soJ[I {')•(Y;/x;)7=1)=UUk. 
k k 

We shall prove that (**) min(lim Zk)=LJ Uk. By d-continuity of min, the fact 
k 

that ( Ukh is a Cauchy sequence and Theorem 4.4, we replace ( **) by 
Jim min(Zk) = lim Uk. Thus, it is sufficient to prove ( ***) min(Zk) =Uk> k = 0, 1, .... 

k k 

We use induction on k. The case k = 0 is clear. Next assume ( *** ), to prove 
min(Zk+ i)= Uk+ 1 , i.e., 

min ( .. #t[s0 ] (y < X;/x;, Zk/y)7= 1)) =«.!'[so] (y (X;/.x;, Udy)7= 1 ). 

Now this follows from the main induction hypothesis (for ( * )), with s0 replacing 
sand n + 1 replacing n, and using (***)to establish the (n + 1)-st part of condition 
(ii). 

We are almost finished with the proof: for closed s, the set of its free variables 
is empty, and ( *) specializes to 

min(.lt[s] (y))=Y'[s] (·y). 
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By the definition of A[ s] it is easily seen that, for s closed ~nd _guarded, 
.,tt[s](y)~A*uA"'. This follows from Definition 3.14b, after varymg its.clause 
3.14b(iv) by taking for X 0 an arbitrary subset of A*uAro. (The choice for 
X0 is immaterial anyway (see Proposition 2.4b); the choice X o={-1} was conve
nient in the proof just given where we showed Z 0 = U0 .) It is then straightforward 
to show that A[s] (y)~A*uA"' by structural induction on s. Thus, 
min(.tt[s] (y))=A[s] (y). Altogether, we have established that, for s closed and 
guarded, ,,I/[ s] = .9"[ s ], as was to be shown. O 
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